
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 
15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) What is cold rolling?

 b) Define pack rolling.

 c) Define stellmore cooling.

 d) Define blooming mill.

 e) What are Backup rolls?

 f) Define pass sequence.

 g) Define Wrought structures.

 h) Define continuous mill.

 i) What is the purpose of bending of rolls?
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 xv) Write the causes and remedies of silvers 
defects.

SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 Write the steps to design a groove & how will 
you cut it on rolls? Describe with diagram.

Q.4 Write notes on following

 (a) Calculation and effects of angle of bite.

 (b) Defects due to input material

Q.5 Make a pass design for an H-section assuming 
suitable proportional dimensions.

Q.6 Draw the layout of schendizimer roll explaining 
its working.

Q.7 Explain how CAD systems can be used in pass 
profiles.
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 iii) Describe four practical rolling applications.

 iv) Explain what is mill train? Explain its 
purpose and applications with example.

 v) Sketch and explain the continuous mills.

 vi) What do you understand by cluster mill?

 vii) Difference of 2-high and 3-high rolls.

 viii) Differentiate between 3-high and 4-high 
rolling mill.

 ix) Explain diagrammatically the steps of 
producing an angle from billet in rolling.

 x) Give the merits of hot rolling over cold 
rolling with reference to their applications.

 xi) What do you understand by rolling 
balance? Explain its importance.

 xii) Explain pierce rolling.

 xiii) Explain the functions of backup rolls with a 
neat sketch.

 xiv) Enlist the merits of cluster mill.
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 j) What is Schedziner mill?

 k) Define angle of bite.

 l) Define 3 high roll mill.

 m) Purpose of post rolling treatment?

 n) Explain roughing mill process.

 o) Function of spindle roll.

 p) Define galvanizing.

 q) Define roll gap.

 r) Define scale.

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 
parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Explain and justify the effect of grain size 
variation on rolling quality.

 ii)  Differentiate between 3-high and 4-high roll 
mill.
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